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patient encounter. Some of these attempts have been educationally useful, yet no approach taken to date has satisfactorily replicated the Patient-Doctor encounter in a way that can be generalized nor have the best developments to
date been readily author-able by regular medical educators. The best simulator to date is the human standardized
patient actor, which has considerable disadvantages. The manner in which a virtual standardized patient can be designed requires a breakdown of the clinical encounter into components and a strategic approach to simulating each
phase. These components are compared to find the optimal approach for each part of the medical encounter. The
paper proposes a blend of an artificially intelligent statistical matching dialogue system with multiple choice state
machine-based sub-conversations as a way in which one may richly simulate the interview and counseling phases of
the clinical encounter. Also elucidated are the steps necessary for educator author-ability and approaches that will
extract rich, objective assessment data. If such integration proves to be successful, the result will be a rich conversational clinical simulation that closely approximates Patient-Doctor encounters.
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Drs. Barrows and Abrahamson (1964) introduced the
µWKH SURJUDPPHG SDWLHQW¶ RU KXPDQ VWDQGDUGL]HG Satient in 1963 (Talbot & Rizzo, 2012). Since that time,
there have been numerous attempts to replicate the
experience on a computer for anytime-anywhere access
to the experience.
With the now ubiquitous use of
computers in medicine, there has been a great deal of
effort in the area of conversational agents and different
types of virtual patient experiences (Poulton &
Balasubramaniam, 2011; Cook & Triola, 2009). This
article will explore dialogue-based conversational
agents as virtual standardized patients and the approaches to creating them. Finally, we will offer a theoretical approach that synthesizes several educational
approaches over the course of a medical encounter and
recommend a strategy that may finally serve as a satisfactory approach to a Virtual Standardized Patient
(VSP) experience.
T H E H U M A N ST A N D A R D I Z E D P A T I E N T
Human Standardized Patients (HSPs) have been considered to be the gold standard medical education experience for both learning and evaluation purposes (Collins and Harden, 1999; Adamo, 2004; Jack et al.,
2009). HSPs are paid actors who pretend to be patients for educational interviews or patients with physical findings who are paid to receive physical examinations. HSPs provide the most realistic and challenging
experience for those learning the practice of medicine
because they can most closely approximate a genuine
patient encounter. HSPs are without peer in the evaluation of physical examination techniques. HSPs are
also a key component in medical licensing examinations.
In an HSP encounter, a student will be given a limited
set of up front information such as a background statement, chief complaint or abbreviated medical history.
The dynamic of the encounter is such that the students
must introduce themselves, establish rapport and use
their investigative skills to elicit verbal responses from
the HSP. The HSP, who is following a script, might
offer clues in their responses for the student doctor to
follow up on. The general interaction pattern is: doctor asks and patient answers. Typically, HSPs do not
ask questions of the student doctor. For encounters
with a physical exam, HSPs rate whether something
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has been checked. If examination techniques are to be
evaluated, this is done via means of a clinician proctor.
HSP encounters engage a number of clinical skill domains such as social skills, communication skills,
judgment, and diagnostic acumen in a real time setting.
When it comes to these interviewing skills, other kinds
of practice encounters, in our opinion, fall short because they either do not force the learner to combine
clinical skill domains or those approaches spoon feed
data to the student with the resulting practice case turning more into a pattern recognition exercise rather than
a realistic clinical problem solving experience.
Despite the well-known advantages of HSPs, they are
employed sparingly due to the high expense of hiring
and training actors (Parsons et al., 2008). Moreover,
the actors themselves are typically a low skilled and
high turnover population resulting in challenges for
maintaining the consistency of diverse patient portrayals. In practice, HSPs will often provide verbally correct answers but the medical accuracy of their responses can be as low as 30% (Tamblyn et al., 2009). This
limits the value of this approach for producing realistic
and valid interactions needed for the reliable evaluation
and training of novice clinicians. Also, the diversity of
clinical conditions that standardized patients can characterize is limited by availability of human actors and
their skills. This is even a greater problem when the
actor needs to be a child, adolescent, elder, a person
with a disability or in the portrayal of nuanced or complex symptom presentations.
Regarding evaluation of these encounters, the imposition of recording has been reported to have demonstrable effects that may confound the end goal of clinical
training (Bogolub, 1986). Additionally, the supervisor
review of raw recordings is a time consuming process
that imposes a significant drain on resources. Other
sources of unreliability and bias in HSPs have been
reported such as intra-rater reliability with 20% score
variation and significant differences between raters in
student pass rates (Tamblyn et al., 1991). The most
common complaints about HSPs, that the authors have
heard in medical student focus group encounters, mirrors the results of these research studies. Students express the desire for more than the current limited opportunities to use HSPs and for the ability to retry an
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encounter. They also complain about the lack of deWDLOHG SHUIRUPDQFH IHHGEDFN DQG WKH VWXGHQWV¶ SHUFHption of bias by the HSP or observer.
T H E W O R L D O F V I R T U A L P A T I E N TS
Many different entities with unique approaches and
attributes are all often called virtual patients.
Such
approaches include case presentations, virtual patient
interactive scenarios, virtual patient games, high fidelity software simulations and virtual human conversational agents. Salient features of these virtual patient
approaches are summarized in the literature (Triola,
2006; Talbot, 2012).
Case presentations test case-specific knowledge of a
condition and its treatment. Virtual patient interactive
scenarios extend case presentations while allowing for
student choices, and evaluate clinical decision making.
Virtual patient games test team training and interventional medicine, often with a dynamic avatar and
treatment environment.
High fidelity software simulations train surgeries in virtual settings and advanced
interventional skills.
Virtual human conversational
agents emulate the interactions seen in HSP encounters
and consist of free-text/speech interactive dialogues or
prompted dialogue systems (Talbot & Rizzo, in press).
V irtual H uman Conversational Agents
Recently, seminal research and development has appeared in the creation of highly interactive, artificially
intelligent and natural language capable virtual human
(VH) conversational agents. No longer at the level of
minimal faux interaction in a virtual world, these VH
agents are designed to perceive and act in a 3D virtual
world and engage in face-to-face spoken dialogues
with real users. In some cases, they are capable of exhibiting human-like emotional reactions. Artificially
intelligent VH agents can now be created that control
computer generated bodies and can interact with users
through speech and gesture in virtual environments
(Gratch et al., 2002). Advanced virtual humans can
engage in rich conversations (Traum et al., 2008), recognize nonverbal cues (Morency et al., 2008), reason
about social and emotional factors (Gratch & Marsella,
2004) and synthesize human communication and nonverbal expressions (Thiebaux et al., 2008). Such fully
embodied conversational characters have been around
VLQFH WKH HDUO\ ¶V %LFNPRUH  &DVVHOO   DQG
there has been much work on full systems to be used
for training (Evans et al., 1989; Kenny et al., 2007;
Prendinger & Ishizuka, 2004; Rickel et al., 2001; Rizzo
HWDO LQWHOOLJHQWNLRVNV 0F&DXOH\ '¶0HOOR
2006), and virtual receptionists (Babu et al., 2006).
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In this regard, Virtual Standardized Patients (VS Ps), a
specific kind of virtual human conversational agent,
can be used in the role of standardized patients by simulating a particular clinical presentation with a high
degree of consistency, credibility and realism (Stevens
et al., 2005), as well as being always available for anytime-anywhere training. There is a growing field of
UHVHDUFKHUVDSSO\LQJ963¶VWRWUDLQLQJDQGDVVHVVPHQW
of bioethics, basic patient communication, interactive
conversations, history taking, clinical assessments, and
clinical decision-making (Bickmore et al., 2006, 2007;
Lok et al., 2007; Kenny et al., 2007; Parsons et al.,
2008; Rizzo et al., 2011). Initial results suggest that
VSPs can provide valid and reliable representations of
live patients (Triola et al., 2006; Andrew et al., 2007).
VSP applications can likewise enable the precise
stimulus presentation and control (dynamic behavior,
conversational dialog and interaction) needed for rigorous laboratory research, yet embedded within the
context of ecologically relevant simulations of clinical
environments (Kenny et al., 2007; Parsons et al., 2008;
Andrew et al., 2007).
How V irtual H uman T echnology F unctions
VSP systems require a complex integration of technologies. A general VSP architecture can be created to
support a wide range of verbal interaction levels from
simple question/answering to more complex approaches that contain cognitive and emotional models with
goal-oriented behavior. Such architectures are modular
distributed systems with many components that communicate by message passing. Each module may contain various sub-components. For example, the natural
language section is divided into three components: a
part to understand the language, a part to manage the
dialog and a part to generate the output text. This is all
combined into one statistical language component.
Interaction with the system might require that a user
enters text as input or talks into a microphone that records the audio signal that is sent to a speech recognition engine. With voice recognition, the speech engine
converts that into text. The text is then sent to a statistical response selection module. The module picks an
appropriate verbal response based on the input text
question. The response is then sent to a non-verbal behavior generator that selects animations to play for the
text, based on a set of rules. The output is then sent to a
procedural animation system along with a pre-recorded
or a generated voice file. The animation system plays
and synchronizes the gestures, speech and lip-syncing
for the final output to the screen. The user then listens
to the response and asks more questions to the character.
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Due to strengths of their dialogue system AI, VSPs
excel at interview and counseling skills applications.
Additionally, VSPs can be constructed so that they
provide features not found in human standardized patients such as reliable, bias free assessments with detailed reporting to the learner and the possibility of
repeated performances.
Extensive work has been
conducted on full feature VSPs by the USC Institute
for Creative Technologies MedVR group (Rizzo et al,
2011).
The Virtual Experience Research Group
(http://verg.cise.ufl.edu) at the University of Florida
also builds dialogue AI systems and virtual patients
(Rossen et al., 2010).
A chieving Natural L anguage Dialogue with V irtual
H umans
Despite several decades of work on artificial conversational agents, building machines that can come close to
mimicking the human language ability in general unconstrained conversation remains largely out of the
reach of current artificial intelligence and natural language processing. This is one of the problems that
came to be known informally as AI-complete, and is
also a central piece of the Turing Test (Turing, 1950).
Substantial progress has been made, however, in constrained scenarios where the vocabulary and topics of
conversation are limited, allowing for the creation of
artificial agents that interact with users for specific
purposes, such as providing information or participating in training simulations.
Fortunately, Virtual
Standardized Patient interviews fit well into a constrained scenario.
Although early work on conversational agents produced entertaining results, such as the well-known
ELIZA program (Weizenbaum, 1966) and its various
descendants, chat-bots based on these techniques act
based on simple pattern matching rules, without a purpose or general coherence that takes user input into
account over the course of a dialogue. Current work on
intelligent conversational agents far surpasses the capabilities of early chat-bots, endowing machines with
language and reasoning abilities based on statistical
modeling, natural language processing, theories of discourse structure and various forms of artificial intelligence. Much of this work falls within the field of dialogue systems research, which overlaps with artificial
intelligence (AI) and natural language processing.
A rtificial Intelligence Dialogue Systems
Within the broad spectrum of dialogue systems, which
includes for example telephone-based voice-enabled
airline resHUYDWLRQV\VWHPV*RRJOH9RLFHDQG$SSOH¶V
SIRI, conversational virtual human dialogue systems
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are of particular relevance to VSPs. Virtual humans
are embodied agents that communicate through verbal
(language) and nonverbal (gestures, facial expressions)
channels. The natural language and dialogue technology that powers virtual humans is varied and often selected or developed to match the characteristics of particular applications. If the interaction between the virtual human and human user is tightly scripted, such
that user utterances are restricted to a finite set of
choices that is presented by the system, approaches
such as finite state control using call flow graphs
(Pieraccini and Huerta, 2005) and branching narrative
for interactive games (Tavinor, 2009) are sufficient. On
the other hand, if more varied natural language input is
to be expected by the virtual human, one general technique that is widely used and is well matched for virtual humans that provide information by answering questions about a certain topic (e.g. a product, a company,
or a website) is to model the correspondence between
arbitrary questions within the relevant topic to a finite
set of predefined answers. A specific technique that
accomplishes this modeling task is that of cross-lingual
information retrieval, which is applied to this questionanswer mapping by treating questions as information
queries in one language, and answers as documents in a
different language (Leuski and Traum, 2010). This
approach generalizes over the set of questions so that
questions that the system has never encountered before
can be matched to the most relevant answer from the
predefined set, much like queries to a search engine are
matched to documents in a collection. This has been
used successfully in deployed virtual human systems
ranging from museum guides at the Museum of Science in Boston (Swartout et al., 2010) and virtual patients (Kenny et al., 2010) to promotional characters
for the US Army (Artstein et al., 2008; Leuski et al.,
2006) and guides in virtual worlds (Jan et al., 2009),
such as Second Life.
Although much can be accomplished in practice using
agents that either limit user input in exchange for coherence over a long dialogue, or with question-answer
agents that handle free input, but only one question at a
time, these approaches sacrifice important conversational aspects of dialogue to achieve robustness in different ways. More sophisticated approaches to dialogue management take a more nuanced approach,
making these trade-offs in more graded fashion to
achieve acceptable levels of both understanding of natural language without a set of fixed choices and coherence over longer conversations about a specific topic.
This is accomplished in part by a Dialogue Manager,
which serves as the brain of a virtual human, tracking
its state through the interaction and its knowledge, and
deciding what it should do or say depending on user
LQSXWDQGWKHYLUWXDOKXPDQ¶VRZQJRDOV%\FRPELn-
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ing techniques used for the question-answer agents
discussed above with suitable dialogue management,
virtual humans can be created for tasks such as training
in interrogation and questioning related to specific incidents, as in the TACQ virtual human dialogue system
(Gandhe et al., 2008). These types of interaction can
be both rich and coherent, but are heavily driven by
user questions. The addition of interaction goals and
inference capabilities to the dialogue manager allow for
interactions with mixed initiative, where topics of conversation can be brought up by either the user or the
system. One system that uses this style of dialogue
management is the SimCoach virtual human system
(Rizzo et al., 2011; Morbini, in press), where virtual
characters attempt to create rapport with military users
to encourage exploration of health care options related
to PTSD and depression. In this system, it is important
for the virtual human to take the initiative and lead the
conversation when necessary, but to give users enough
room to change the topic or express themselves more
freely than in a system with limited choices for user
input. Other more sophisticated systems aim to model
human language, planning and reasoning skills, as well
as emotion, using dialogue managers based on a cognitive architecture (Traum et al., 2008). Such systems
allow for rich behavior and multi-party interaction, but
authoring of new content and new interaction scenarios
is a challenging task that can be performed only by
dialogue system experts. In comparison, new characters for new scenarios under the TACQ and SimCoach
platforms mentioned above can be authored by domain
experts, as opposed to dialogue system experts, or
simply by creative writers (Gandhe et al., 2011).
Low T echnology A pproaches to Dialogue Play
One method of making a conversation much easier to
author while avoiding the complex technology of dialogue systems is to employ multiple choice prompts
that either drive video clips or a virtual character dialogue. The Virtual Child Witness (VCW) project at
USC Institute for Creative Technologies modeled the
rapport building phase of an investigative interview.
Users select a series of multiple choice prompts that
vary in their open-endedness and therefore in their
productivity in eliciting narrative reports. The project
was intended to demonstrate, through a virtual child,
the varying effectiveness of different question types at
inducing detailed accounts during the narrative rapport
phase of an investigative interview. Pilot data has supSRUWHG WKH SURJUDP¶V HIILFDF\ LQ DVVHVVLQJ WKH XVHU¶V
interviewing skills and in serving as an engaging device for training. Students are able to adjust their specific questions in real time in response to the answers
and behavior of the virtual child. Both real-time and
post-interaction feedback can help guide the individual
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student toward an optimal interview approach (Lamb et
al., 2007).
While VCW is a linear scenario it
flows well due to a well written narrative along with
mutually exclusive and intentionally imperfect choices.
Scenarios have great replay value despite the simple AI
used to create them (Campbell et al., 2011).
Another method of driving simulated conversations
without a natural language dialogue engine is to employ menu based prompts.
Multiple choice interactions can be selected by topic, allowing for conversations about selected topics in any desired order. This
approach makes the conversations appear more flexible
and under control by the user, but their suitability for
simulating an HSP encounter is limited because the
student doctor does not generate the inquiries but
chooses between options. Thus, the exercise becomes
one of judgment more than investigation. Nevertheless, many guided learning experiences and clinical
judgment scenarios will fare better in a constrained
choice environment (Gandhe, 2011).
BUILDING A B E T T ER V IRTUA L PA T IEN T
F O R C L I N I C I A N L E A R N E RS:
A T H E O R E T I C A L A PPR O A C H
The physician-patient encounter has a number of different elements, as do similar encounters performed by
allied health professionals. The phases of a physician
clinical encounter include the interview, the physical
examination, test data review, diagnosis & treatment
plan, procedures, and patient counseling. Clinicians in
training may be expected to present the patient case or
be quizzed on aspects of it during or just after the patient encounter.
Most human standardized patient
encounters are centered on the interview or physical
examination.
T he Interview
When participating or observing HSP encounters, it
becomes obvious that the interview is highly dependent
on social skills and diagnostic acumen. The interview
WHQGVWRIROORZWKHµGRFWRUDVNVSDWLHQWDQVZHUV¶PRdel. Fortunately, this style of interaction is very well
suited to AI dialogue systems because they are human
question / computer answer oriented making it is easy
to provide boundaries to the encounter.
It is also
noteworthy that the student doctor is responsible for
rapport by providing an introduction and by building
rapport through social statements and inquiries. More
experienced clinicians will begin with broad, open
questions to elicit a narrative from the patient and obtain clues for further follow up. Based upon these
clues, the clinician will then follow up with more spe-
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cific questioning. Novice clinicians tend to neglect
open ended questions while favoring a comprehensive
list of closed ended queries. The ability to handle rapport building, open ended and close ended questions
within a single encounter normally requires considerable effort to develop.
The challenge to creating an optimal VSP encounter is
to create an interview experience that allows for natural
language input with simultaneous support for rapport,
open questioning and closed questioning phases. Additionally, the system should provide for robust assessment, possibly pedagogical assistance and be author-able by medical educators.
The key challenge
to populating a dialogue manager is coming up with the
questions that the user may ask, often because similar
queries can be phrased many ways.
This difficulty
can be mitigated by the fact that doctors are mostly
going to ask similar questions regardless of the patient
case. Rapport and open ended questions are universally the same regardless of the VSP medical diagnosis
and the closed ended questions will tend to follow a
PHGLFDO µUHYLHZ RI V\VWHPV¶ RU ERG\ V\VWHP IRFXVHG
model. So in theory, most interview questions only
need to be placed into the dialogue manager once, for
nearly every specific VSP one would want to create.
As an example, rapport statements (Figure 1) are limited in number and not case specific. The same can be
said of open ended questions (Figure 2).
When it comes to specific patient complaints, doctors
tend to organize their line of questioning according to
body or physiological systems. They will ask about
general medical history or social history then proceed
to the neurological system, respiratory system, et cetera
and so on.
The comprehensive review of systems
and the closed ended questions to address them are
globally consistent, though the different systems that
may be addressed in a particular encounter depend on
the diagnoses that the physician is trying to rule in or
out (Figure 3). For example, a patient complaining of
diarrhea will be asked questions about constitutional
symptoms like fever and the digestive system. A patient with headaches may be asked about their sleep
history and the neurological system. Both patients,
however, will be asked about their dietary history. The
questions may be the same, but the answers will differ
greatly based upon the actual VSP history. It is fully
possible to construct a comprehensive list of likely
questions (Swartz, 1994) that cover a general medical
history and a full review of systems.
If all these questions are placed into a dialogue managHU WKH\ FDQ UHSUHVHQW WKH EDVLV RI D µGHIDXOW SDWLHQW¶
question set. This comprehensive question list would
also have to account for multiple ways to ask many of
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these questions (Have you had fever? vs. was your
temperature high?). Given that approach and the extreme difficulty in accounting the many different close
ended questions that can be asked about fever (Is your
fever high? Do you have fever? How high was the
fever? et cetera.), any questions referring to the topic of
IHYHU PD\ EH GLUHFWHG WR D VLQJOH UHVSRQVH OLNH ³,¶YH
KDGIHYHUIRUWZRGD\VXSWRODVWQLJKW´
Hello, I am Doctor XXXX
Good Morning.
How do you do today?
Tell me something about yourself
,W¶VQLFHWRVHH\RXWRGD\
,¶PJODGWRPHHW\RX
I like your XXXX
What do you prefer I call you?
Thanks for seeing me
This must have been sad
I understand this must be hard for you
F igure 1 - Common greeting, empathy and rapport building statements.

What brings you in today?
What kind of problem are you having?
How can I help you?
What can I help you with?
Why did you come to the doctor?
:KDW¶VZURQJ"
Why are you here?
Tell me more
Tell me more about that?
How is your health?
And then what happened?
What else can you tell me?
Can you think of anything else?
Anything else I should know?
Is there more?
F igure 2 - Open ended questions include basic questions
and follow on queries.

Do you have cough?
Is it productive?
Are you coughing anything up?
Any nighttime cough?
Are you wheezing?
Are you short of breath?
Is it keeping you awake?
Do you have fever?
Where does it hurt?
Are you sleeping okay?

F igure 3 - Closed ended questions. The indented quesWLRQVUHODWLQJWRFRXJKDUHµORFDOFRQWH[W¶TXHVWLRQVWKDW
refer to either cough or the respiratory system. With
ORFDOFRQWH[WDVNLQJµLVLWNHHSLQJ\RXDZDNH¶ZLOOHYRNH
a response about the cough, rather than knee pain.
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The advantage of the default question set approach is
that most of the work and complexity of intelligent
agent creation can be focused on a single effort, then
duplicating the product of that effort many times over
each time a new VSP case is needed. Additionally,
many of the responses will be the same or similar between patient cases, especially in regards to review of
systems type answers. The default patient will benefit
IURP KDYLQJ GHIDXOW µQRUPDO¶ KHDOWK DQVZHUV SUHauthored as well. The diarrhea patient will have different gastrointestinal system answers and the headache patient will have different neurological answers,
but both will probably report the same normal respiratory or musculoskeletal system answers. Thus, preauthoring normal review of system (ROS) patient responses for the default patient becomes a necessity that
vastly reduces the burden for VSP case authors who
can now modify the desired responses to address the
particular case being created.
Although it has been mentioned that true bidirectional
conversations are difficult to author with virtual human
technology, some cheats are possible. For example,
following up a patient verbal response with a multiple
choice option for a follow up statement allows for the
creation of provocative and rich scenarios if employed
sparingly. Student doctor selections can affect the
subsequent reply and assessment variables. Such a
technique will not pose an undue burden to dialogue
management tools such as those used by the authors.
To summarize an optimal design for a dialogue based
VSP interview, questions types such as introductions,
rapport, open-ended questions and close-ended review
of system questions can, for the most part, be preauthored by system developers. Most of the responses
can also be pre-DXWKRUHG ZLWK µQRUPDO¶ RU QHJDWLYH
symptom answers. Authors who write VSP encounters then have the reduced burden of authoring only the
patient history, narrative (open-ended response) and
any ROS items that will be different for that patient.
The difference between this much more facile approach
versus the need to write encounters from scratch is that
the economies of scale should then permit VSP encounters to be authored by medical educators, as compared to teams of computer scientists. This next step
will greatly advance, simplify and democratize the
ability to employ VSPs for medical education and repUHVHQWVWKHQHDUWHUPIRFXVRIWKHDXWKRUV¶UHVHDUFK
Assessment
As mentioned previously, a significant limitation of
HSP assessment concerns intra-rater reliability, interrater reliability, perceived objectivity and reliability by
the student and detailed feedback on the student doc-
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WRU¶V SHUIRUPDQFH 7DPEO\Q    963 DXWKRUV
should be able to tag the dialogue responses with asVHVVPHQWFODVVLILFDWLRQVVXFK DV µPXVWDVN LWHP¶ µVHcRQGDU\LPSRUWDQFHLWHP¶µUDSSRUWEXLOGHU¶DQGµFULWLFDO
HUURU¶ FDWHJRULHV      %\ W\LQJ DVVHVVPHQW WULJJHUV WR
responses instead of the questions a student may ask,
the number of items that need to have assessments attacheGLVJUHDWO\UHGXFHG7KHµPXVW DVNLWHP¶FDWHJory refers to critical items needed to determine diagnosis
DQGUXOHRXWPRUHVHULRXVFRQGLWLRQV7KHµVHFRQGDU\
LPSRUWDQFH LWHPV¶ FDWHJRU\ RI WDJV UHSUHVHQWV LQIRrmation that would fill out the story and represent a
thorough interview but are not critical to establishing
WKH GLDJQRVLV    µ5DSSRUW EXLOGHU¶ WDJV SUREDEO\ Dlready placed by default, refer to assessment tags that
increase rapport scores. The µFULWLFDO HUURU¶ FDWHJRU\
refers to responses that are triggered by grossly inappropriate interactions on part of the student.
Rapport and critical errors aside, the simple act of tagJLQJ GHVLUHG 963 UHVSRQVHV DV µPXVW DVN¶ RU µVHFRQdDU\ LPSRUWDQFH¶ FDQ \LHOG D ZHDOWK RI DVVHVVPHQW DQG
feedback data to the student. Firstly, it can be used to
GHYHORS D SHUIRUPDQFH VFRUH DQG PLVVHG µPXVW DVN¶
items can be reported back to the student and faculty.
Patterns of what the student misses over several encounters can also be compiled from one or multiple
cases to determine a pattern of missed information that
can guide the student.
Second, the number of questions posed by the student doctor since the last score
earning response up to the end of the encounter can be
divided into the total number of questions posed to
create a perseveration index. A perseveration index is
a measure of how long the student keeps in the interview going after obtaining all the necessary information. Calculating the number of scoring responses
vs. the number of total questions posed can be used to
produce a diagnostic efficiency rating. Finally, since
the data collection in VSP sessions is both hidden and
automatic, it is hopeful that effects related to performance recording will not alter student performance like
they can in videotaped HSP encounters.
Pedagogical G uides
The VSP learning experience can benefit from intelligent guides for the student doctor. Symbols on an onscreen overlay that depict assessment item achievements can be employed to show progress towards
completing the encounter, for example. Another pedagogical guide could be a virtual attending physician
(VAP) agent. Such an agent is simply a control that
when selected, asks a proper question chosen randomly
from the correct assessment items for the current case.
This sort of help creates scaffolding for the student
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doctor while maintaining the conversational flow of the
VSP natural language encounter.
Physical E xamination
The physical examination requires cognitive
knowledge of when it is appropriate to conduct a particular exam as well as procedural knowledge to correctly perform the examination maneuvers and to interpret exam findings.
The gold-standard is a real patient encounter or a human standardized patient.
No
virtual patient can yet substitute for training or testing
the procedural knowledge of the physical exam, though
a limited subset of the exam can be practiced on highfidelity manikins. VSPs can address the cognitive
aspects and the interpretation of results. The best virtual patient platforms to address these are Virtual Patient Games, using their high fidelity graphics systems,
as well as simple multimedia that can show photographs of physical exam findings.
Physician Decision M aking T asks
Physician tasks after the interview and before patient
counseling include test result interpretation, rendering
the diagnosis and formulation of a treatment plan.
These tasks do not really benefit from interactive virtual human encounters. Optimal methods to simulating
these features include computer-based forms, multimedia control panels, short answer tests and multiple
choice questions. The technology threshold to successfully emulate this is very low.
Patient Counseling
Patient counseling is the phase of the encounter when
the physician explains the diagnosis and treatment
plan. He will ask for and respond to patient questions,
sometimes bargain with the patient and will finally try
to estimate patient understanding of the treatment plan.
This is a very difficult phase to replicate with a virtual
standardized patient natural language dialogue system.
Other approaches that might be more practical include
multiple choice style dialogues that guide the experience on a predictable trajectory.
The reason that the counseling phase of the VSP interaction is so much more difficult to author with a dialogue management system is because counseling involves more extended exposition on part of the student
doctor and because the interaction tends to be more of
a bidirectional conversation. Current artificial intelligence systems work much better with short sentences
that are about a single topic as well as conversations
that tend to be driven by just one of the two conversation parties. Bidirectional conversations challenge the
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dialogue system. Including such features dramatically
increases scenario authoring difficulty (Traum et al.,
2008).
Counseling interactions using natural language agents is not likely to be mastered before VSP
interviews are, as interview sessions play into many
PRUH RI WKH VWUHQJWKV RI WRGD\¶V GLDORJXH-based systems.
C O N C L USI O N
It is entirely possible to satisfactorily replicate a robust
patient interview such as with an actual patient or human standardized patient with a virtual standardized
patient.
We have introduced the technology that
can make this possible and provided a vision for organizing natural language dialogue systems in a way that
can facilitate the multiple phases of interview interactions within a single virtual human session.
When attempting a robust VSP interview, it is absolutely essential to provide for rapport building, open
ended questions that lead to narrative responses and a
full review of systems based set of short answers.
A major step towards making cases author-able by
medical educators will be to pre-populate most possible
questions and to provide for a full set of normal/negative responses to the review of systems questions.
This combination of pre-authored items and
guided authoring wizards will reduce the likely single
case authoring burden by more than 95 percent as a
conservative estimate. This estimate is based upon our
experience creating VSPs, knowing the time involved
in authoring steps and what work could be supplanted
with the approaches described in this paper. With this
approach, most cases will merely require the authorship of patient history details, history of present illness
narrative and pertinent changes to review of systems
responses as is appropriate to that case.
Future research will seek to validate the efficacy of this approach and obtain specific data to quantify actual authoring time and effort reductions.
It will be essential to develop a new type of authoring
tool that is specific to medical educator authorship of
VSP cases that provides for simplified data input for
unique case data and modification of existing preauthored responses.
Assessment tagging must also
be easy to perform in such as system.
The combination of virtual human natural language
dialogue AI, the strategies mentioned herein for VSP
authoring, robust assessment and a simple, educator
friendly case editor may very well prove to be the right
break-through combination needed to make quality
virtual standardized patient encounters a widely availa-
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ble tool for medical education.
This approach embodies RXU WHDPV¶ QHDU WHUP UHVHDUFK REMHFWLYHV for
VSPs.
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